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O Diamonds are pure carbon which has been 
subjected to great heat and pressure to form 
into crystals that are 8-sided octahedrons when 
pressure and heat are right. The 'fire' in 
diamonds is their ability to separate white light 
into the colours of the spectrum, which can be 
enhanced by the way they are cut. 

* They occur at depths of 150km below, deep 
in the mantle of the earth, the layer below the 
crust. They remained there for along period 
before being brought close to the surface in 
volcanic eruptions, when gasses mostly molten 
magma build up and break through the earth's 
crust. Diamonds are the closest you'll get to 
touching the earth's core. 

* The rock in which diamonds are found is 
called kimberlite (named after Kimberly mine 
in South Africa). Unlike most rocks from deep 
in the earth, it contains very little silica. 
Kimberlite is usually found in carrot-shaped 
'pipes' - remains of long dead volcanoes in 
large, stable and ancient chunks of the earth's 
crust (known as cratons), and are at least 1.5 
billion years old. 

0 Kimberlite is bluish in colour, is often called 
'blue ground' and is highly reactive with oxygen; 
in Africa in the 100 metres or so close to the 
surface the diamonds are yellow. It is more 
strongly magnetised than the bedrock and so 
geologists gather magnetic readings by air. If 
they find strong signals, trial holes are drilled. 

0 Alluvial diamonds are found in mineral 
gravel. Erosion carries diamonds down the slope 
because they are heavy. High quality gems 
sometimes collect in high densities in gravel 
and alluvium: the movement of the water sorts 
the gravel by size and weight. The first diamonds 
collected long ago in India were all from this 
source, not from deep mines. 

0 Diamond production in order of importance: 
Australia, D.R. Congo, Brazil, Botswana, Russia, 
South Africa, Angola, Sierra Leone, Guinea, 
Central African Republic, Venezuela and Liberia 
(from Mining Journal! Terraconsult). 
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Garimpeiro Worlds: Digging, Dying 
& 'Hunting' for Diamonds in Angola 

Filzp De Boeck 

This article offers a brief presentation of the diamond smuggling activities 
between the Angolan province of Lunda Norte and the bordering Congolese 
Kasai and (especially) Kwango region (and more particularly the 
administrative units of Kahemba and Kasongo Lunda. Over the past two 
decades these areas have become central in contributing to the 
'dollarisation' of local economies in both Angola and Democratic Republic 
of Congo. As a result, national currencies in the two countries lost much of 
their significance throughout the 1990s. Whereas the major cities in Congo 
and Angola have in many respects become 'village' or 'forest-like', the 'bush' 
on the border between Congo and Lunda Norte is the place where dollars 
have been generated, and where villages have transformed themselves, at 
least temporarily, into booming diamond settlements.1 

Este capf/ulo oferece iina apresen/a5co breve das actividades de trafico illegal de diainiantes 
entre a provfncia Angolana de Lunda Norte e a regiao fronteirica Congolesa de Kasai e 
Kzwango no periodo entre 1980-2000. Nas ultinmas decadas esta regidofronteirica tein sido inm 
polo i>nportante no trafico de diamnan/es e /ambeni, naqziilo que o au/or considera o processo de 
'dolarizaCdo' das economias locais emn Angola e na Republica Demnocra/ica do Congo. Es/e 
processo, pelas suas caracteristicas, es/d /ambe1n ligado a um re/orno d cliamaiada economnia 
Leopoldiana de 'colnptoir' qne dominou a regiao no periodo coloniad. Apesar das siinilaridades 
com a economin colonia, o /rafico de dianiantes a qne se assisle 1zoje, baseia-se essencihlinente 
no movz>inen/o de unia rede complexa de garimnpeiros a/rav6s da frontiera, na exploracdo 
ar/esanal de diainian/es (escavacao ...) e na comnercialisdcao ilic/a do prodn/o d escala global. 

Es/e /rafico local, que rapidamen/e adqniire dinmensoes it/erna/ionais, transporta jovens 
Congoleses de Kasai e Kzwango para a Lunda Norte controlada pela UNITA onde as escavacJes 
/emn lugar, e ligd-los a uina rede de comerciantes e coinpradors ilicitos no miundo inteiro. Desta 
nianeira mundos locais es/Jo asszin transforrnados emn espacos globalisados, e variis dindnicas 

socio-economnicas e culturais ligain diferentes regioes do globo: de Kasai e Kwando a Lunda 
Norte, a Luanda, Kinshasa, Bangnii e Bjlnzimbura, a Antu/&pia, Bombailn, Beirute, Telavive e 
Joanesburgo. Neste processo, desenvolve-se ini i>-tercanibio cultural e socio-econoinico 
intenso que conecta realidades locais a realidades globais bein como realidades pos-coloniais a 
realidades coloniais. Esta intercone5cdao de identidades, historias e culturas que se gera nestes 
espacos defronteira (nao apenasfronteirafisica masfronteiras socio-econominas e culturais), 
qne qnebra e transcende barreiras e norinas previamente estabelecidas, crea espaco para novas 
formnas, novos contornos e novas cofigura5ces sociais, economicas, politicas e cult/rais. Deste 
niodo, fronteiras (no sen sentido inais lato -fisico e social) cons/tituin locns zinportantes de 
interpenetracao, de creatividade e de profundas transforina5coes sociais. 
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Introduction: Diamonds Between D. R. Congo & Angola 

Kelasi tosala 
Badipl6mes evanda ko na ndako 
Misala mizali te 
Bavide etonda 
Ah ngai nakende na ngai 
cantonnier na Lunda, ekoya 

Bic na ngai behe na ngai 
Cahier na ngai behe na ngai 
Des mon retour au pays 
Nasepela lolenge vie esengi 
Nasomba ndako na ngai ya kitoko 
Voiture na ngai ya ntalo 
Biloko ya ndako 
Ainsi la vie 
Mikili se bongo 
Bana Lunda mangez avec la sueur de 
Votre front, nkisi te 

We went to school 
Our diplomas sit at home 
There is no work 
Lots of emptiness 
Ah, I want to go to Lunda 

My pen will be my shovel 
My exercise book will become my shovel 
And when I will return to Congo 
I will enjoy life 
I will buy a beautiful house 

And an expensive car 
And things for the house 
This is how life goes 
This is how the world is 
Bana Lunda, eat in the sweat of thy face 
No witchcraft 

Song entitled 'Bana Lunda', sung by J. B. Mpiana & Wenge BCBG on their hit album 
Feux de /'amour, Production SIPE/Simon Music, Paris. 

This article offers a brief presentation of the diamond smuggling activities between 
the Angolan province of Lunda Norte and the bordering Congolese Kasai and 
(especially) Kwango region (and more particularly the administrative units of 
Kahemba and Kasongo Lunda) which, over the past two decades, have become most 
central in contributing to the 'dollarisation' of local economies in both Angola and D. 
R. Congo. As a result, national curriencies in these two countries lost much of the 
significance throughout the 1990s. Whereas the major cities in Congo and Angola 
have in many respects become 'village' - or 'forest-like', the 'bush' on the border 
between Congo and Lunda Norte is the place where dollars have been generated and 
where villages have transformed themselves, at least temporarily, into booming 
diamond settlements.' The ways in which the conventional rural-urban oppositions 
are deconstructed in these postcolonial frontier settings necessitates an imaginative 
theorising of that reality. For example, whereas the space of the city has often 
undergone a marked ruralisation, or 'villagisation', in terms of its architectural, urban 
and socio-economic (dis)arrangement, it also has become - in the collective instituting 
imaginary - the space of the 'forest', thereby mapping the hunter's landscape, which 
is one of the potentially dangerous, frontier-like margin, onto the urban and thus 
'central' landscape. It thus seems that, in the post-colony, modernity as exemplified 
by the city is not only contested or unfinished at its fringes (the rural hinterland), but 
also in its very heart, the polis, where the local logic of hunting and gathering has 
infused the urban world with its own moralities, its own ethics of accumulation, 
expenditure and redistribution, and its own specific pathways of self-realisation. 
Simultaneously, the rural periphery has (once again) gained in importance. 

As elsewhere in the world, where processes of globalisaton are played out in a context 
of frontier expansion at the periphery (cf Browder & Godfrey, 1997 on frontier 
urbanisation and the creation of 'rainforest cities' in the Brazilian Amazon area), the 
Congolese and Angolan hinterland has become most central in the capitalist 
dynamics and the dollarisation of local economies. As such, the diamond traffic, and 
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the phenomenon of dollarisation which has followed in its wake, are also emblematic 
of a return to a 'Leopoldian' comnptoir economy. 

The political economy of the comptoir has always been colonial in its very essence. In 
the past it contributed a lot to the urbanisation of the African material and mental 
landscape. The contemporary coniptoir economy in Congo and Angola has continued 
to contribute a great deal to the frontier urbanisation of places such Mbuji-Mayi or 
Tshikapa (in the Kasai), Kahemba and Tembo (in southern Bandundu), as well as the 
Cuango (Kwango) river diamond settlements in Angola, or the diamond 'ranches' 
around Kisangani (see also Biaya, 1985; Nzuzi, 1995; Omasombo, 2001; Sabakinu, 
2001). Through complex networks these local sites simultaneously partake in the 
formal diamond sector controlled by the licensed diamond companies that are active 
in these areas, the informal or garimpo 'artisan' market, with diamonds mined by 
unlicensed diggers - garlinpeiros - and commercialised by licensed comnptoir buyers, 
and in the 'illicit' sector which is fed by UNITA 'blood diamonds', mined by 
gariinpeiros under UNITA control, and often commercialised through unlicensed 
buyers. In this way these local diamond worlds have often become globalised spaces, 
the economic and cultural dynamics of which are linked to many other different 
places on the globe, from Luanda, Kinshasa, Brazzaville, Bangui and Bujumbura, to 
Antwerp, Bombay, Beirut, Tel Aviv and Johannesburg. Against the canvas of the 
violent diamond frontier in Lunda Norte, as it came into existence from the mid-1980s 
onwards, has thus developed a whole cultural and socio-economic universe in which 
local and global, pre-and postcolonial meanings, practices and imaginaries have met 
and merged. Some of these new conglomerates of meaning, though, are part of much 
older historical trajectories and earlier rounds of 'globalising' dynamics. For example, 
the local Luunda people and their Chokwe, Suku and Shhinji neighbours along what 
is now the border between Congo and Angola, were formerly part of a larger regional 
'traditional' local inter-village and long distance trading network which predated the 
colonial period and which hinged on the trade of such commodities as wax, rubber, 
ivory, guns and slaves. 

These old trading routes connected the Imbangala in Angola with the Pende in what is 
now the Congolese Kwilu area (that is, roughly the same route which would connect 
Cafunfo in Lunda Norte and Kikwit in the Congolese Bandundu province today if 
there were a road). Cloth was then traded for slaves with the Pende. These in turn 
were bartered for more cloth and guns from the Imbangala. For this purpose, Luunda 
organised themselves in little groups, carrying goods into Angola by using the 
caravan-route up to Malange (via Tanda and Mwana Kapende, crossing the Cuango 
river near Mukidikidi). The same route would later be used by the first Europeans in 
the area, Portuguese who had come from Tanda. Alongside the trade with the 
Imbangala there were other caravan routes which connected the Luunda with the 
Angolan Holo, for example, from whom they procured salt. 

Overall, then, in the 1980s and 90s diamond trade, the modes of commerce, the use of 
caravans to carry wealth in things or in people into Angola, even the trade routes 
themselves, did not differ drastically from their colonial and precolonial counter- 
parts. It is therefore not surprising to see how the introduction of the new monetary 
and commodity relations created by the diamond trade in the 1980s reveals some 
strong parallels with the precolonial period as to the local response to foreign goods, 
money and the development of local notions of wealth, accumulation and 
expenditure (in terms of hunting and capturing diamonds and dollars). As such, the 
identities and histories which are being generated in the frontier space discussed here 
are shaped both through local and more global processes: they blend into each other 
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and are therefore oft-times non-transparent, ambivalent, contextual, negotiable and 
polysemic. This is a world in which borders (between state lines, between ideas and 
between meanings) are continuously produced, maintained and crossed as an 
intrinsic part of a wider frontier process that, precisely by means of continuous 
border-crossings, generates powerful resources, economically as well as politically 
and culturally. As such the frontier space described in the remainder of this article 
forces us to rethink the profoundly colonial topos of the 'frontier'. 

Locating Lunda Norte: a Recent History of War, Dollars 
& Diamonds (1980-2001) 

/. I in 73, earil 'i73, it zwas f1te lana' o tf/e dininondSs, o thzose whlo becinne rich andtl fat of the 
daiainolid snn-zlggle, the cainanlga, the secretive trade in geziis. ever/yboa'! /iad test tiibes int iis 
pocket, the niiigers, the wAlite popullationl of bollrgeois, t/ie police, the PIDE,2 the 
adlniimitratorsf tile teachers, t/e soldliers, aiid at nIiiWt, in tZhefilti cii7 cle of uillages aroidltl 
the towvn, onie bong/it the ore froi pleople who caine fronli t/e rizer or the bordler wit/i 
glitterinig glass zwrapped in sili pieces of clot/i, protected by ti/e alert /cnives o tin ir 
liencinznenz. Ramshlackule kiti/s anld woiioreliouises iiiitlder the eiicatlXptuis trees, cottoii 
bedspreads, dolls, older zvoiiien zi/li slvzer teeeth, recortd players zwich spat oult the pantilg 
groanlng inn.sic filc1ow Congo, alid hlappiless for the price of tzlwo iinndred escudgos inM the 
suidden bulrst of laughiter of a yoIul1g black iiiaid, waho received uls inside hler witk/ Iiiocicing 
iiiirtli (Lobo Antunes, 1979; my translation). 

The heart of the informal and illicit diamond universe (and this paper mainly deals 
with these two sectors)3 is situated along both sides of the borderline between 
northeastern Angola and the southwest of the Democratic Republic of Congo (that is, 
the Upper Kwango, Kwilu and Tshikapa areas on the Congolese side, and the Lunda 
Norte province on the Angolan side of the border). Although diamonds have long 
been part of Angola's formal and informal economies (as testified by Lobo Antunes' 
description above), Lunda Norte, traditionally home to Luunda speakers and related 
groups of Chokwe, Suku, Shiinji, Holo and Minungu, has witnessed the development 
of an unprecedented traffic of diamonds into Congo over the past two decades. In this 
brief article I will primarily deal with the main mining area along the Cuango valley 
in Lunda Norte, which is reportedly the source of 80 per cent of Angola's diamonds 
(Duval, Green & Louthean, 1996:39). Angolan diamonds are, moreover, of extremely 
good quality. Before independence, alluvial deposits along five rivers in Lunda Norte 
(in the Cuango area around the Cafunfo and Lozamba mines, and more to the east in 
the Dundo-Lucapa area) were firmly controlled by DIAMANG (Companhia de 
Diamantes de Angola), in which Ernest Oppenheimer had secured a good interest for 
De Beers in 1920. Until the Portuguese withdrawal in the mid-1970s, Angola turned in 
over 2 million carats annually (2,4 million carats in 1974). After the nationalisation of 
DIAMANG the output plummeted to 500,000 carats and less (350.000 carats in 1975- 
76, good for an export income of $30 million). 

In 1980 diamond production had increased again to 1,48 million carats, representing 
an export income of $225 million. Towards the mid-1980s, however, UNITA started 
attacking mine sites, causing DIAMANG to pull out in the Cuango in 1986 and 
dissolve itself later on during that same year. Due to the UNITA strategy, production 
broke down to 714.000 exported carats in 1985, still good for $33 million, and to 
370.000 carats in 1986, worth $15 million. The price of the Angolan diamond on the 
global market dropped sharply during that period. 
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During this same period, and especially from 1983 onwards, there was a steady 
increase in Congolese diamond exports, due not so much to an increased production 
of the formal mining sector in Congo, but to a steadily growing input of artisanal 
diamonds dug up by local unlicensed diggers in Congo, as well as an influx of 
Angolan diamonds smuggled into Congo through informal channels. In Congo this 
went hand in hand with the legalisation of private coniptoirs d'achat, who installed 
themselves along the border with Angola. During this time, also, Congolese started to 
cross the border with all kinds of commodities, ranging from cigarettes to gun 
powder, whisky, dried salted fish, matches, soap, cloth and transistor radios. These 
goods were sold or bartered in Angola in return for diamonds. The owners of these 
commodities would either work independently or with money from a diamond 
comnptoir. Usually these traders (kamiiangistes, from Icamiaang/kamianga, 'diamond' in 
uLuund/uChokwe) would be people from the Kasai area, Bandundu or Kinshasa. 
They recruited local villagers of Luunda and Chokwe origin living along the 
Congolese side of the border to carry these goods into Angola and to act as scouts in 
these trading expeditions. In Angola, after a (nocturnal) trek of several days through 
the dense forest known as corta mnata which lines the frontier between Kahemba on the 
Congolese side and Lunda Norte on the Angolan side, these caravans of carriers 
(pincheurs) would make contact with diamond sellers waiting for clientele in the 
villages around the major mines. These sellers are called cocseurs, middlemen 
between the diggers (creuseurs or kariinber) and the buyers.4 At a time when 
commodities were scarce in Angola, the exchange rates were extremely favourable for 
the Congolese. Consequently, an increasing number of Congolese were drawn into 
the trade, notwithstanding the fact that the border between the two countries was 
officially closed and that crossing it meant exposing yourself to a lot of risks: not only 
did the numerous land mines in the area cause many deaths and casualties, but many 
were also imprisoned, tortured, looted, maimed, raped or shot by Angolan 
government troops and UNITA fighters on the one hand, or, upon returning to Zaire, 
by members of the FAZ (Zairian Armed Forces) on the other hand. When people 
started to swallow diamonds to prevent soldiers and rebels from robbing them of 
their stones, many people ended up having their intestines slit open by these 
diamond-hungry soldiers and rebels. 

During that same period, 'illicit' mining became rampant. These mining activities 
reached a peak in 1991-1992, during the Bicesse peace process period leading up to the 
Angolan presidential elections. The election process indeed provided a brief period of 
rest in Angola's ongoing civil war (Anstee, 1996); immediately after it became clear 
that the sitting MPLA president, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, had won the elections, the 
peace process collapsed and UNITA took control of a large percentage of the Angolan 
territory. It is during this period that 'the war of Lunda' (epaka Limnda) started in Lunda 
Norte.5 Control over the Cuango Valley was indeed one of UNITA's main objectives. 
In December 1992, for example, UNITA attacked the town of Cafunfo. In Cafunfo, 
UNITA had been living in colmabitation with MPLA during the period of peace leading 
up to the 1992 elections. Previously, UNITA had already tried twice to drive MPLA 
out of Cafunfo in 1981 and 1984, but had met with no success. This time, however, 
they did succeed and briefly gained control over the Cafunfo diamond mines, killing 
the expatriate staff, sabotaging the mine's equipment and executing those suspected 
to be anti-mutimn (an anti-terrorist brigade founded by MPLA during the election 
process but viewed by UNITA as consisting of MPLA spies) . During the following 
months, the town of Cafunfo was subjected to an MPLA counter-attack, both on the 
ground and from the air. 
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In October of 1994, the MPLA again took control over Cafunfo with the help from 
mercenaries from the South African security firm Executive Outcomes. The 
government failed to stop or control, however, the parallel (alluvial) mining activities 
along the Cuango river, and up to the end of 1997 Cafunfo remained a government 
outpost in a territory largely controlled by UNITA. With the mining activities under 
the control of UNITA, the character of the diamond trade drastically changed. The 
previous bartering expeditions by Congolese became rare with trade becoming more 
sedentary and also more monetised. It is mainly along the Cuango river that the illicit 
UNITA mining brings onto the stage tens of thousands of Congolese gariilnpezis, 
unlicensed diggers, known as bana Liinda (children of Lunda), also called basali u/felke 
or basali _a mnbongo, 'those who work money'. From 1992 onwards these, often 
penniless, Congolese youngsters, most of them from an urban background,6 started to 
pour into Lunda Norte to dig for diamonds in the areas under UNITA control (De 
Boeck, 1999a; on the political economy of the Angolan diamonds see also Misser & 
Vallee, 1997; on criminalisation more generally see Bayart, Ellis & Hibou, 1997). 
Although local villagers in Lunda Norte were sometimes forced to work in UNITA 
mines or provide other services, UNITA's labour force thus consisted primarily of 
Congolese. UNITA itself organised a system of several checkpoints (poste avalyado) 
along the border. There the Congolese Bana Lunda could buy a guia, a kind of permit 
issued by UNITA, which gave them the right to cross the border into Angola. Usually 
a g"ia would mention the name of one of the UNITA mines along the Cuango to which 
the person in question had to direct him - or herself. 

Given the fact that tens of thousands of Congolese entered7- and still continue to 
enter - Angola in this way (although in lesser numbers now and no longer controlled 
by UNITA as before), very quickly life in the diamond mining camps became better 
organised and more settled.8 The camps' internal security was taken care of by 
UNITA soldiers, but more often by ar/lul/tes - Congolese employed by UNITA to 
supervise and, if necessary, arrest, punish or execute the workers. The arfiuis/es 
controlled the digging activities very closely, making sure that no diamonds were 
stolen, or that nobody entered the mining sites during prohibited hours. 

Congolese diggers usually organise themselves in 'stables' (?cnrles). These are 
cooperative units of young men from a same ethnic, regional or urban background. 
Usually, the 'stable' is headed by a pa/ron or counprador, who feeds and looks after the 
divers and diggers working in his unit. Very often this leader is also the doula mo/eur, 
the owner of the small boat and oxygen motor by means of which the divers 
(plongenrs, kazabuleurs) can remain under water for hours, scraping mud and gravel 
(mufsanga) into sacks. These are then hauled up by the mzue/us/es, who will also make 
sure that the boats do not float away; to this end long sticks are used. The 'stable' may 
also contain diggers (creuseurs or kcarbnbers) who will dig small but deep circular 
holes, unazimlba, in which only one person fits, or larger holes, called 4x4, in which 
several persons may dig at the same time. Some of these holes are dry; others, near the 
river, contain water; these are called /errauzce. Buckets (balde) of sand are lifted out of 
these deep holes by means of long sticks (san/oro). Whenever diamonds are found, and 
after UNITA is paid its due, the remaining profits are split, in order of importance, 
between the members of the 'stable': the largest part will go to the douma uuuo/enr, 
followed by the divers, the diggers, the uuuwecis/es and, finally, the lauador. The latter is 
responsible for sifting the gravel. All the sifting takes place at a central 'washplace' 
(lanecrie). The sifted gravel (bukcdua. bisayi, ulgala-lgala) is thrown back into the water. 

In some UNITA controlled areas there are also women and girls, usually those 
without an encadlreur (that is, without a 'husband' in the mine), who transport sacks 
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(bens) of gravel to the designated sifting areas. By way of compensation these women 
receive a sack of sand for every ten sacks they transport. Other women work asfemmes 
tamniseur, sifting or washing the sand. By way of compensation they too are given 
mutsanga by the authorities. Some also try to 'steal' or 'cut diamonds' (kczizenga) by 
throwing them back into the water and retrieve them at the end of the day, unseen by 
the guards and artivistes who control the washplace. In the UNITA territories, nobody 
is allowed access to the mining sites after the end of the working day (although in 
some places, rotating shifts of divers and diggers work around the clock). The 
'stuntmen' or choquieurs, though, work in a clandestine way during the prohibited 
hours. They sift the mutsanga which was left during working hours, or they steal sacks 
of mutsanga to hide them in the forest. When captured, these chzoqileurs are usually shot 
on the spot and their bodies are thrown into the river. One boy told me: 

We shiare our mutsanga (the sand hzaziled upftomn the river or dug upfl;n aii open mninziig 
site in order to be sifted) woithz the soldiers from UNITA. Whzen wvefind a dianiond in our 
part of the mutsanga zwe hiave to declare it to UNITA. If you don't and try to hide the 
dialnond UNITA mnay even kill you. They zwill lashz you woithi a cord (ngonzi) until your 
belly is swoollen. Sonetimes they zv1izp you tip to 200 ti>nes. Th1en they woill start to hit you 
zwith a spade. I personally woas zwhiipped and then sent to 'thie hzole' in the minie of Kanzu 
because I tried to hide a diamnond. UNITA digs a large hole, somize 5 to 10 mnetres deep. They 
cover the top and just leave a sniiall opening so that you caii enter the hole. After iaving 
confiscated mny diam?mond UNITA threwo mne in the hiole whliere I stayedfor a whlzole woeelc. 
Fortunately, nyfriends brought 1ne somne cassava mnushfromn tinie to tinie. To do that they 
hzad to bribe the artivistes zwhzo then allozwed themn to thzrowo the food dowon the hole. There 
zwasn 't any zwater to drink, though, or to zwash yourself woithz. There zwhzere mnany othier 
people im'iprisoned in the hole. Every tinie some food zwas throwon dowvn to lls, everybody 
ruished towvards it and started tofight. We had to sleep in our owvn faeces. 

When I zwas thzere, two Luba boys died alonzgside 1ne during that wveek. Youl can shout tip to 
the soldiers all you woant, but they zwon't comne to help yozu. Only wohen somizeone conies to 
brizngfood yozi can informn thzemi of the dead thzat are lying thzere. They thzen go to inforn the 

frienzds of the dead person. His friends wvill hza ve to pay mnommey to thze soldiers in order to be 
allowoed to hazul uip the body. But soniietinies the corpses are juzst left to decomnpose there 
togethzer wvith the other prisoners zwho are still alive. When Ifinally cainze out of the hole I 
wvas taken to the hzomne of one of the other mnemnbers of niy ecurie [literally 'stable'. snuall, and 
often ad hoc, co-operative units of young miien in the frontier context of life in Amigola. 
Usuially these yozung men share the samne ethnic or regionzal backcground, or hzave growon uip 
in the samne neiuhbourhiood in their city of origzin back in Congo .FDBI; I had been beatemi uip 
very badly, and after a wveek in thze hzole miiy hiealth woas very poor. My niiates zwashied mily 
woounds zwith hiot wvater, and ruubbed mny body zwithi VICKS [a pomiiadel until my healthi 
retzurned to me (Field notes 1998/notebook 84). 

Most Congolese women in Lunda Norte try to 'marry' or associate themselves to well- 
established Bana Lunda or UNITA officers (De Boeck, 1999b). While the men work in 
the mine or the river, the women are responsible for the household and also guard the 
diamonds which their husbands bring home. Many of these women are also active in 
commerce, selling all kinds of foods and commodities or running small bars and 
restaurants. Such 'mining marriages' (izbala ya cariere) are cooperative economic units 
in which all the revenues will be equally shared between the man and the woman. 
Usually these marriages break up upon returning to Congo. For the women involved 
it is a way to protect themselves or establish themselves as 'women of weight' (basiya 
kilo) or 'big women' (grandesfemnmnes). 
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The sedentarisation of camp-life accompanied the monetisation of the diamond 
transactions. Dollars made their appearance in Lunda Norte on a large scale around 
1990. This dollarisation of the diamond scene strongly affected the circulation of the 
local currencies in the area: the Kwanza on the Angolan side, and various currencies 
in use on the Congolese side (cf. Kabuya Kalala & Matata Ponyo, 1999). As such the 
dollarisation caused a strong devaluation of these local and national currencies and 
impacted heavily on the formal and informal economy alike, giving rise to the birth of 
local money circuits and cellular economies linked together by the dollar. In October 
1995, in an attempt to stabilize the Zairian currency (then the ,'oil'eall Zaifre), the 
Kengo government unsuccessfully tried to introduce new rules for diamond buyers to 
fight the increasing dollarisation of the economy, requiring that 50 per cent of the 
traders' hard currency be lodged with the central bank, and that diamond deals take 
place in local currency only. Dealers estimated that diamond purchases fell by as 
much as 70 per cent in October 1995 after the new rules had been introduced. Since 
diamonds are one of the few sources of hard currency available, the Kengo 
government was quick in announcing modifications to the new rules, allowing 
purchasers to buy diamonds in hard currency once again. 

Despite this precedent the Kabila government made a similar move in September 
1998, in another bid to nationalise the 'informal' diamond production through the 
creation of a state comvptoir, the Sasmip (Seroice dl'ac/ial des silbsla;ices line,urales 

precieulses). With an injection of 250 million of the newly launched Congolese franc 
into the national diamond market, this state coliipolor was meant to buy diamonds 
from local prospectors, and in local currency, to resell them for dollars to the officially 
recognised comptoirs. Only hours after the installation of the Sasmip, however, trading 
conditions in Brazzaville were relaxed, causing a huge trader exodus out of Congo (cf. 
Lewa, 1998). As a result the Kabila government quickly renounced its attempt at 
nationalisation. However, the same happened again in late 1999 when Kabila Sr. 
restructured once more the diamond trade, cancelling all diamond purchasing 
licenses and banning foreign currency transactions. This pushed the legitimate 
diamond trade once again into illicit but well-established circuits in Brazzaville and 
elsewhere. In 2000 the D.R.Congo instituted a diamond-exporting monopoly, 
awarded to International Diamond Industries (IDI), an Israeli firm headed by Dan 
Gertler. This monopoly was repealed in April 2001, only some weeks after Kabila Jr. 
came into power after his father's assassination. The official reason for instituting the 
monopoly was to reduce smuggling, increase official state revenue and prevent 
conflict diamonds from entering the formal trade. It is not clear whether the latter two 
goals were achieved (cf. Dietrich, 2001), but smuggling through Brazzaville certainly 
increased due to this policy. 

In the early 1990s the Bana Lunda's and UNITA's diamond output started to flood the 
international market. The 'illicit' UNITA diamonds traveled from Lunda Norte and 
other places in Angola such as Huambo, via cities such as Kinshasa or Brazzaville, to 
Antwerp. An increasing volume of diamonds arrived in Antwerp outside of the De 
Beers controlled single-channel CSO (Central Selling Organisation). UNITA dia- 
monds also continued to be spirited out of Angola illegally after the UN-brokered 
November 1994 peace treaty of Lusaka, despite the increasing efforts by the Angolan 
government and its armed forces (FAA, Forlas ArlnZaJas Angola;ias) to push UNITA 
out of Lunda Norte and contain the garzl>zpeiro effect. In fact, the Angolan government 
voted a new law destined to control the movement of goods and people in mining 
areas, and to curb illicit digging. Endiama (Empresa Nacional de Diamantes), a state 
diamond company which was founded in 1981 to represent the government interests 
in the former DIAMANG, was authorised to negotiate directly with foreign 
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companies wishing to invest, and was given exclusive exploration rights to prospect, 
mine and trade diamonds, either solely or in joint ventures (with various companies 
of Portuguese, Canadian, Australian, Russian and Brazilian origin). 

In 1997 the MPLA government, in an attempt to deprive UNITA of diamonds, tried to 
get the diamond territories around Dundo-Lukapa under its control. In December 
1997, the Angolan armed forces started to launch attacks against UNITA strongholds 
along the Cuango river, such as Luremo (cf Angola Nowo, June 1997, 1 (2)), burning 
down villages and forcing thousands of civilians to seek refuge in the cities or across 
the border in Congo. In November 1998 the town of Luremo was cleared of all 
inhabitants and declared a 'neutral' domain. The government troops were assisted by 
security firms working for foreign mining companies active in the area. Many 
Congolese garbinspeiros and other civilians were killed during those attacks in which 
MPLA troops frequently hunted down Congolese diggers from helicopters. Many 
more were forced to return to Congo, in a massive refoulenizent known amongst 
Congolese as sayl-sayi. 

As in the early '90s, when rumours about the fabulous riches of Lunda Norte were 
echoed and amplified in urban popular Congolese street and music culture by such 
musicians as Pepe Kalle and others who, in doing so, greatly contributed to the 
shaping of the Bana Lunda mythology and youth culture, anecdotes about the 
hardships endured by Congolese in Lunda Norte during the sayi sayiperiod quickly 
found their way into Congolese popular cultural expression, as in basali n/eke, a song 
by King Kester Emeneya on his 2000 best selling album Longue Hi9ioire, Volume 2 
(Paris, Calbass Productions): 

Sango ya mpasi po na basali nteke Sad news for 'those who work money' 
Bwale oyo tomona na mboka mopaya The misery we encounter abroad 
Ntongo etani na nazuwi ya ngai lisanga One morning I am with my group 
Nalandi nzela ya moluka nzela oyo ya I follow the road searching for success 
mokitano When we arrive in Angola Sadness 
Ekomi biso na Angola We are treated no better than animals 
Mawa Who will give you a little bit of water to 
Tokomi ko nyokwama lokola bibwele drink? 
Mayi ya komela nani akopesa yo mawa Everything is for sale in Kwanza only, 
Biloko nyonso se na Kwanza, baninga friends 
Yaweh, Allah, yokela biso mawa Yaweh, Allah, have mercy on us, 
Bikalamu na yo awa o nse Your creatures here below. 

Interviews I conducted with numerous returnees reveal that, from May 1997 up to the 
rekindling of the Angolan civil war in December 1998, numerous Congolese in Lunda 
Norte were also robbed of their possessions before being chased across the border by 
MPLA troops, under the motto 'you came empty handed, you leave empty handed' 
(boyaki ;naboko pa;nba, bokozonga inaboko pamnba). Actually, many of the Congolese Bana 
Lunda were caught between hammer and anvil, for the UNITA fighters as well started 
to attack and rob them, revenging themselves on these gariniipeiros for the fall of 
Mobutu, who had always been a close ally of Savimbi and UNITA.9 

With the military unrest and renewed warfare in Lunda Norte since 1997/1998, the 
number of Congolese diggers in UNITA mines has certainly decreased, but some are 
still active even today. At the same time, Congolese have reverted to the system of 
bartering and trading (pincih) which existed before 1992, but which never completely 
disappeared. UNITA, for its part, has returned to the strategy which they tried so 
successfully during the 1980s, namely attacking Lunda Norte mining sites belonging 
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to the government and allied foreign investors.10 Generally, it has remained as 
dangerous to travel in the province as before. 

Early 1999 UNITA had lost the control over most of its mining sites along the Cuango 
river and had retreated to Muhetu Grande, Malanje and the area around Capenda 
Camulemba, in the company of some estimated 1,500 Congolese (estimates by 
garizinpeiro eye-witnesses, interviewed in Kinshasa in 1999 upon their return from 
Angola). During the same period a larger Congolese contingent of some 3,000 persons 
was reportedly still present in MPLA controlled areas in Lunda Norte. During 2000 
and 2001, growing numbers of Congolese garinlc/eiros started to access Lunda Norte 
once again and continue to do so at the moment. At the same time an increasing 
number of Angolan villagers are fleeing UNITA attacks and crossing the border into 
Congo. In August and September 2000, for example, due to increased fighting, some 
15,000 to 20,000 Angolans were reported to be seeking refuge from the war in 
Kahemba's western parts, around Bindu and Kulindji (personal communication with 
UNHCR headquarters in Kinshasa, September, 2000). 

With the disappearance of Mobutu and the arrival of Kabila, UNITA indeed lost one 
of its major international backers and most of its trading network in Congo. This 
network had been largely controlled by some of Mobutu's own sons and close 
kinsmen (De Boeck, 1996), who broke international sanctions by trading arms and 
petroleum products against UNITA diamonds. Since 1997 UNITA has had to 
repeatedly reconstruct a new network for smuggling its diamonds out of the country. 
After the defeat of Congo-Brazzaville's Lissouba, UNITA allegedly started to export 
its diamonds by way of Zambia and (since the Ugandan-Rwandan directed 'rebellion' 
against Kabila started in August 1998) also Uganda and/or Rwanda, and other 
countries such as Togo and Burkina Faso, despite a new UN embargo (UN resolution 
1173) imposed upon UNITA in June 1998. Until quite recently, the Angolan 
government thus continued to see relatively little benefit in direct foreign exchange 
earnings from this diamond traffic.11 

The official diamond production of 1992 was still good for 1.3 million carats, or $270 
million. In 1996, however, the Angolan government estimated that the $5 or $6 million 
a month of officially declared production was less than a tenth of the total Angolan 
output, which until then was largely controlled by UNITA. Experts estimated that in 
1996 the Lozamba diamond sites, slightly to the south of Cafunfo, were probably 
earning UNITA between $300-350 million and $660 million a year (Financil7/ Ti>ncs, 3 
May 1996; Angola Peace Monitor, 1997, 9 (3)). In that period the MPLA government's 
diamond revenues (through its state diamond company, Endiama) probably 
amounted to $100-150 million a year. In 1996 the Angolan diamond import into 
Belgium was good for 820.153 carats. In 1997 it increased to 1.004.581 carats, and in 
August 1998, during the UN embargo year, import had risen to 1.514.746 carats, 
testifying to the fact that diamonds are very war-resistant.'2 In 1996, most of the 
imports still consisted of UNITA diamonds; this situation has changed. Whereas 
UNITA still controlled the export of approximately $250 million in rough in 1998, and 
$300 million in 1999, after heavy military losses starting in Andulo in late 1999, its 
revenues dropped significantly in 2000, probably totalling no more than $100 million, 
still more than enough, though, to make a small guerilla army function. According to 
a recent ASCORP (Angola Selling Corporation) report, quoted by Dietrich (2001), 
state revenues, on the other hand, have risen from 1.0 million carats valued at $180 
million in 1998, to 1.1 million carats, valued at $263 million in 1999 and 1.2 million 
carats, valued at $371 million in 2000. ASCORP itself (a marketing company 
comprising the Angolan state, represented by Sodiam (Sociedade de Commercializacao 
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de Diamantes) and a Belgian and an Israeli firm) was instituted in February 2000, 
shortly after De Beers' CSO announced a unilateral embargo on Angolan diamonds in 
October 1999. Its monopoly replaced the six official buying companies previously 
active in Angola and de facto took over the leading role from ENDIAMA. Not unlike 
the IDI monopoly in D.R. Congo, ASCORP was intended to increase state revenue, 
which it apparently did very well, as well as legalise and thereby contain the existing 
gariniipo situation, and prevent diamonds mined by UNITA from being exported 
through the official channels in Luanda (as frequently happened in the period 
between 1995-1998, when Angolan government and army officials regularly engaged 
in deals with UNITA in Lunda Norte; cf. Hodges, 2001:160). As in the Congolese case, 
it is difficult to assess to what extent these goals have been met so far. 

The Socio-cultural & Historical Imagination of the Diamond 
Frontier 
The brief description of the Lunda Norte reality which preceded does not do justice to 
the internal dynamics which inform and shape this frontier's actors' lives and 
practices. The diamond frontier described here is not only an intermediate 
geographical reality on the periphery of two different states. The Lunda Norte frontier 
setting is very much also a state of mind. It provides a physical and mental landscape 
in which local and global imaginaries meet and, eventually, merge. The Lunda Norte 
diamond frontier is thus not only political or economical, but above all also socio- 
cultural and historical, in an inventive pot-pourri between 'rural' and 'urban', local 
and global, 'traditional' and 'modern' categories, practices, mentalities, relationships 
and belief systems. 

Until recently, the notion of 'frontier', as a spatial reality and as a metaphor to evoke 
the politics and poetics of military, political, cultural and/or economic penetration, 
continued to be used as a key feature to imagine and convey the hegemonic processes 
of modernity's construction from the metropole's perspective. In recent years, the 
notion of frontier has been resurrected and recycled along these lines in the context of 
globalisaton. It has been used to describe once more what is basically a colonial 
encounter of local and more global worlds in a postcolonial context. Here the notion is 
again functioning, in the minds of many, as a kind of short-hand to describe a one-way 
process of socio-economic and cultural exploitation and homogenisation, put in 
motion by the West as motor of this global development. One of the consequences of 
this conventional view is a renewed conceptualisation of the frontier as a 
homogeneous, unidirectional and polarising process. However, such a perspective 
hides the fact that the frontier, and certainly in its specific regional Congolese- 
Angolan materialisation, was and is, a very complex and fluid social space in which a 
centre and a periphery can no longer be assumed or postulated in an unproblematic 
way. 

The chaotic and deviant forces that structured the unfolding of the long Congolese- 
Angolan frontier history reshaped once more in the (post-)colonial period, where they 
solidified in yet another constellation, and this predominantly in relation to the urban 
locale. As I mentioned in my opening remarks, the hunter's landscape is mapped onto 
the city by the Bana Lunda. In their practice of 'hunting', 'capturing' and 'taming' 
diamonds and dollars in the present-day context of trans-border traffic, former 
responses to specific, historically contextualised forms of mercantilism are thus 
carried into the present, in an attempt to get a grip on an economic, political and 
mercantile landscape that shares multiple characteristics with the trading practices 
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from the past, but that is also significantly different in many ways. In that respect, it is 
no doubt a perceptual error to concentrate exclusively on the centre, or the city, in 
order to understand, for example, the production of 'modern' male African identity. 
For the Bana Lunda of the 1990s, 'hunting' (diamonds and dollars) constitutes a 
crucial part of the active capturing of the urban space, for it allows them to refashion 
the city (and thereby 'modernity', the West) in their own terms, which are those of 
long-standing moralities, rooted in local past. Congolese youngsters' engagement in a 
global economy of diamond export and dollarisation is thus shaped from an utterly 
local perspective. To conquer the city and shape their own moral and social 
economies in this urban space, they tap into (pre-)colonial sources and routes of rural 
identity-formation, thereby negotiating and reinventing the content and architecture 
of the intermediate postcolonial world in which they find themselves. As such the 
passage into Angola is a contemporary version of a much older strategy of self- 
realisation, as hunter and warrior, in that it constitutes a veritable rite of passage, 
modelled upon the old inullkanda circumcision ritual, to which Bana Lunda explicitly 
refer when they discuss their experiences in the Angolan diamond fields. As in the 
former ntlkaiknda, the passage into Angola makes one endure pain: it makes one 
physically strong and hard, gives one stamina, and teaches one to endure a 'beating'.13 

Even today the image of the hunter thus continues to have a strongly epistemic power 
which offers the possibility to remake both identity and place, and to generate - to 
some extent at least - a socially viable environment in the midst of chaos and change. 
It is important, however, to stress that the past (represented in the form of hunting 
logics, the village morality of capture and redistribution, the 'rural' modes of 'self- 
making' as hunter and warrior) which is thus carried into the present, is lio/ a static 
model, issuing out of some form of 'synthetic nostalgia' reflecting the yearning for a 
shared past that seems to be irretrievably lost. On the contrary, the past becomes a 
source for active engagement with the present, in ways that give shape to very 
creative and outgoftzg forms of collective imagination and action. 

Filip De Boeck is Associate Professor, member of the Africa Research Center of the 
Department of Anthropology, Catholic University of Leuven. Since 1987, F. De Boeck 
has conducted long-term field research in the south-west of Congo and, briefly, 
Luanda. In recent years research has dealt with the changing rural and urban realities 
in D. R. Congo due to the diamond smuggling out of Angola. 

Endnotes 

1. The Congolese boomtowns of Tembo and Kahemba, in the administrative units of Kasongo 
Lunda and Kahemba respectively, are a good example of these dynamics. In 1984 the cite of 
Kahemba officially counted 10,522 inhabitants (quartiers Kahemba, Mobutu and Sukisa) (Institut 
National de la Statistique 1995). Ten years later the population of Kahemba had multiplied 
tenfold, with small aircraft flying in almost daily with goods and people from Kinshasa. Today the 
town of Kahemba is reducing in size again, due to the difficulties of accessing Angola since the 
end of 1998. 

2. PIDE: Policia Internacional de Defesa do Estado, Portugal's secret police under Salazar's 
dictatorial reign (1932-1968). 

3. For a recent overview of formal mining activities in Lunda Norte see Dietrich 2000a. It must be 
pointed out that the boundaries between formal and informal, but even more so between legal, 
illegal and illicit are far from clear-cut and not always easy to draw in this context. The dividing 
lines between what is illicit, illegal and illegitimate are constantly shifting and are susceptible to 
various political and economic pressures, as well as to the daily realities lived by the Congolese 
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garimpeiros who certainly would not consider their activities to be illicit or illegal. 

4. The person reselling the commodities on the local Angolan markets (referred to as pra a or 
;iierikado) is called kcazdo;zgueiu;. 

5. This episode has strongly marked the imagination of the garlz;zpeiro experience in Angola, as 
attested by a recent song, Bana Luznzda, sung by J.B. Mpiana of the orchestra Wenge Musica, on his 
hit album Feutxdel 'azour(1997) (see introduction). On the period of renewed warfare between the 
Bicesse treaty and the Lusaka protocol see Africano, 1995; Anstee, 1996; Maier, 1996; Vines, 1995. 

6. Although called Bana Lunda, most of the youngsters included in this category are not ethnically 
Luunda. The Bana Lunda category is a multi-ethnic one, including Yaka, Chokwe, Pende, Yansi, 
Mbala, Suku, Koongo, Luba and many other Congolese ethnic groups. With the local Luunda 
people who live on both sides of the frontier they often share a common socio-cultural universe. 
Historically, most peoples of the southern Congolese savannah belt owe a great deal of their ritual 
and political institutions to the Luunda and Chokwe spheres of influence. In the modern diamond 
trade, ethnic Luunda have regained some centrality, for they use their 'autochtony' to try to secure 
a central position in the diamond trade which takes place on their ancestral lands but which is 
dominated by outsiders, or to regularise their garimizpeiro status under the new governmental 
approach as advocated by the Angolan Selling Organisation (ASCORP). Over the years, they 
have also constructed far-reaching networks of small Luunda communities in Luanda, Kinshasa 
and other urban centres. This more global ethnic Luunda network was recently strengthened by 
the shift in military power after Mobutu's overthrow. Most of the 'Angolan' troops employed in 
Congo to sustain Kabila in his 1997 march on Kinshasa, or to fight the rebels in the Lower Congo in 
1998, were in fact former Katangese gendarmes, mostly Luunda from Katanga but also from 
Bandundu. Some of these had left Congo in the 60s, while others entered Angola after the Shaba 
wars in '77 and '78, or even later. Most of these gendarmes were incorporated into the Angolan 
armed forces, while retaining their own political structure. A large part of these Luunda gendarmes 
retumed to Congo when Kabila came into power, but today a considerable contingent of gendarmes 
and their families still lives in camps around Luanda (such as Viana) and elsewhere in Angola 
(personal observation, January 1999). 

7. Dietrich (2000b:174) cites a Finzancifri Ti>iies article which made mention of 50.000 gariz>peiros, 
most of them Congolese, in August 1992, even before UNITA's return to war. 

8. For rare photographs of life in the UNITA mining camps in Lunda Norte see John Liebenberg's 
work on http:/ /picturenet.co.za/gallery/diamonds/index.html. 

9. In 1997, UNITA's Congolese artivistes were forcefully sent to the UN demobilisation points, 
whereas an important number of real UNITA rebels remained behind in the bush of Lunda Norte. 
Those Bana Lunda who were not pushed back across the border into Congo by MPLA were often 
forced by remaining pockets of UNITA rebels who did not disarm to join them, in view of an 
envisaged new attack against Kabila (In the spring of 1997 UNITA troops had already been 
responsible for the 'battle of Kenge', in the Congolese Kwango province, where they fought 
alongside Mobutu's army, in an attempt to stop Kabila's march to Kinshasa). 

10. Typical for such attacks is one of many assaults which occurred on 8 November 1998, in the 
Yetwene diamond mine, 50kms from the town of Lucapa in Lunda Norte. The mine is owned by 
the Canadian DiamondWorks and an Angolan company. At the time of the assault, six people 
were killed, including two Britons and a Portuguese, and five others taken captive. The captors 
were believed to be rebel UNITA forces. The mine was producing between 5000 and 6000 carats of 
high quality diamonds a month, valued at about US$200 a carat. 

11. Whereas the income from diamonds in 1991 is estimated by the Angolan government to 
represent 1,02 % of the BNP, it only represents 0,99% of the BNP in 1994, whereas the total volume 
of exported diamonds increases during that period (JeunzeAfriqlle, 1996: 202). 

12. See also the report by Global Witness, 'A Rough Trade: The Role of Companies and Governments 
in the Angolan Conflict' (December 1998) (www.oneworld.org/globalwitness/). Different figures 
are quoted by Hodges, 2001:149ff. 

13. The Turnerian liminal structure of the rite of passage, with its symbolism of death and rebirth, 
is rendered in a horrifyingly literal way in the young mwana Lunda's account of his imprisonment 
in the 'hole' by UNITA, quoted earlier in this contribution. 
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